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Synopsis
Popularization of mathematics plays a significant role in drawing more “friends
of mathematics” from the public, which is important for the healthy and pro-
sperous development of the discipline. The issue of a suitable balance between
entertainment and learning is constantly on the minds of those who put effort
into this task. This article discusses this issue in the context of mathematical
museums and describes a simple problem involving seven light bulbs to illustrate
its main points.
1. Introduction
In an article that appears in a recent issue of this journal the point that
society needs “friends of mathematics” is raised [5]. A “friend of mathema-
tics” may not know a lot of mathematics but would understand well what
mathematics is about and appreciate well the role of mathematics in the
modern world.
In that same article some sayings are quoted, which we summarize below.
The mathematician Paul Halmos once said, “It saddens me that educated
people don’t even know that my subject exists.” Allen Hammond, editor of
Science, once described mathematics as “the invisible culture”. In ancient
China the third-century mathematician LIU Hui (劉徽) said, “The sub-
ject [mathematics] is not particularly difficult by using methods transmitted
from generation to generation, like the compasses [gui] and gnomon [ju] in
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measurement, which are comprehensible to most people. However, nowadays
enthusiasts for mathematics are few, and many scholars, much erudite as
they are, are not necessarily cognizant of the subject. ([九數. . . ]至於以
法 相傳，亦猶規矩度量可得而共，非特難為也。當今好之者寡，故世雖
多通 才達學，而未必能綜於此耳。) The article goes on to explain why
the situation is like that. One reason for this public indifference towards
mathematics can be seen if we replace the phrase “classical music” by the
word “mathematics” in the discussion by Julian Johnson in his book Who
Needs Classical Music? [3], who says, “. . . that it [classical music] relates to
the immediacy of everyday life but not immediately. That is to say, it takes
aspects of our immediate experience and reworks them, reflecting them back
in altered form. In this way, it creates for itself a distance from the everyday
while preserving a relation to it.” This explains why it is not easy to bring
mathematics to the general public. To become a “friend of mathematics” one
needs to be brought up from school days onward in an environment where
mathematics is not only enjoyable but also makes good sense. Popularization
of mathematics will play a significant role in this respect.
2. Mathematical Museums
Mathematical museums of all kinds, ranging from small university mu-
seums to special sections on mathematics in established science museums to
large hands-on science centers or even outdoor maths parks, are proliferating
in different parts of the world.1 Through exhibits, projects like IMAGINARY,
and interactive games, these establishments aim at attracting the attention of
the general public and communicating to them what mathematics is about.
By offering a colourful depiction of the subject and by generating curiosity
and imagination these establishments hope to change the image of mathe-
matics in the public mind. Much as these objectives have been realized, the
main message I would like to convey in this article is this: A mathematical
exhibit should not shy away from its mathematical content. I also wish to
explore how and why this is so. More generally, we can ask, how can we
balance entertainment and learning in the popularization of mathematics?
1 This journal has previously published an article about the Museum of Mathematics
in New York City; see [4].
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This point on the balance between entertainment and learning is in the
mind of many mathematicians who spend their time and effort in populari-
zation of mathematics, but perhaps with different opinions. Some might see
a common shortcoming of museums of this sort in that the exhibits provide
fun and excitement but not enough of the underlying mathematics. Others,
however, may think that excitement and fun are quite enough already as
a means to arouse interest among the public. Obviously the incorporation
of the right amount of mathematics presents a difficult task that demands
judicious choice, careful planning, and skillful exposition. It is a question of
how much mathematics to put in before the audience gets turned off. How
can we let the public see what mathematics is besides as just a useful tool
or just pure fun? How can we capitalize on such exhibits to lead the au-
dience further on their mathematical expedition once their interest has been
aroused? A judicious inclusion of captions that are carefully prepared, in-
formative, instructive, and stimulating alongside a museum exhibit can help.
For those who wish to go further should be provided with links to useful and
relevant references. Furthermore, equipped with such information, perhaps
acquired before visiting the museum, mathematics teachers can also help to
supplement the underlying mathematical explanation when they bring their
pupils on museum tours. By so doing, the mathematics teachers contribute
to their own professional development as well.
3. An Exhibit of Touchable Mathematics
In the following I will use one specific exhibit to illustrate the point made
in the previous section, but I should first tell the story behind this exhibit.
The Mathematikum, a mathematical museum in the town Gießen in Ger-
many, was established in 2002 by the mathematician Albrecht Beutelspacher.
The museum is designed to offer lots of interactive exhibits to enable the au-
dience to get to know about the subject of mathematics through hands-on
experience with the aid of these exhibits. In 2015 a selection of these exhi-
bits was brought to several cities in Asia on an exhibition tour bearing the
name “Mathematik zum Anfassen”.2 The tour was sponsored by the Goethe
Institut, and the local exhibits were usually hosted in collaboration with a
2 See the exhibit website, https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/unt/ver/mat.html, last
accessed on January 18, 2018.
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local school so that school pupils and their teachers from other local schools
can come and enjoy the mathematics
In May of 2015 this exhibition arrived in Hong Kong and took place in
St. Margaret’s Co-educational English Secondary & Primary School. I was
fortunate to have received an invitation to visit the exhibition and to deliver
a short speech in the Opening Ceremony on May 8, 2015. Below is the text
of my speech.
“Thanks to the organizers I have the great pleasure of joining in
this opening of the travelling exhibition “Mathematik zum An-
fassen” in Hong Kong. You all come for the exhibition rather
than for a boring speech by a seventy-year-old retired professor
of mathematics, particularly when this professor with absolutely
no teaching experience in a school classroom is totally ignorant
of how to teach mathematics to kids. Fortunately, this professor
was a kid many years ago, and some part of him remains a kid, so
he can perhaps still say something from that perspective. Besi-
des, I have a good German friend who knows a lot about teaching
mathematics to kids. Professor Erich Wittmann of Dortmund is
a friend and mentor to me. He is one of the co-founders of the
project “Mathe 2000” that was begun in 1987 to support teachers
in putting into practice a certain new syllabus for mathematics
at the primary school level in the State of Nordrhein-Westfalen.
Erich often likes to quote a saying from the ancient Chinese text
on the teachings of the Chinese philosopher Zhuang-zi (莊子),
“Confucius said: When a child is born, it needs no great tea-
cher; nevertheless it learns to talk as it lives with those who talk.
(仲尼曰: 嬰兒生無石師而能言，與能言者處也。) ” [Zhuang-
zi, Book 26: Affected from Outside (莊子外物篇), 4th century
B.C.E.] The original saying conveys the point that one should let
things happen naturally without imposing outside force just like
a child learns to talk naturally without being taught. Erich bor-
rows it to mean that learning does not come by teaching forced
upon the learner but is prompted by the learner’s own initia-
tive motivated by a suitably designed environment. The theme
of this exhibition, “Mathematik zum Anfassen (Hands-on Mat-
hematics)”, amply confirms this idea. After interest has been
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aroused it would do well to lead learners travel further on their
mathematical expeditions that go beyond just fun and playful-
ness. Let me use the remaining five minutes to share with you a
few examples gleaned from my own teaching-learning experience
in mathematics [with accompanying slides making use of GeoGe-
bra, thanks to the generous assistance of Mr. OR Chi Ming (柯
志明)].
1. Tangram and SOMA Cube. The first toy I have fond me-
mories of from childhood recollection is a tangram, which
would be familiar to most of us. Obviously it has a rich fla-
vour of mathematics. For instance, two sets of tangrams can
be used to illustrate a special case of Pythagoras’ Theorem.
It is an interesting question to find out how many convex
polygons can be made from a tangram. Some twenty years
later after acquiring a tangram I got hold of a 3-D version
of the tangram, the SOMA Cube created by the famous Da-
nish polymath Piet Hein. It has an even richer flavour of
mathematics.
2. Inscribed Circle in a Right Triangle. Interesting examples
abound in history. Let me just show one from the writings
of a famous Chinese mathematician by the name of LIU Hui
(劉徽) in the 3rd century. He solved a problem that was
raised more than two thousand years ago, namely, to find
the diameter of a circle inscribed in a given right triangle.
He solved it in a very clever way of cut-and-paste. This is a
typical example of a “proof without words”. (See Figure 1.)
3. Net of a Cube. The third example is one that happened to
occupy me in the past couple of weeks. It is not hard to
see that a certain net will fold up to make a cube. There
are clearly many ways to do it. Given a configuration of six
squares joined up in some manner, can we decide if it is the
net of a cube without having to try folding it up? Do we
know how many different nets there are and what they look
like? (See Figure 2.) This can be turned into an activity for
kids, who may learn some mathematics through the game-
like activity. My good friend Erich actually carried out this
task in the classroom.
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Figure 1: Diameter of the Inscribed Circle in a Right Triangle.
4. Dragon Curve. The last example is a very simple exercise of
folding up a narrow strip of paper. After folding up the pa-
per a few times, can you predict the pattern of the creases,
some inward and some outward? Through this investigation
kids may learn something about mathematical reasoning.
Besides, by iterating the procedure a large number of times
one obtains a fascinating and beautiful pattern called a Dra-
gon Curve, which is an example of a mathematical object
studied in modern day mathematics, that in the area called
fractal geometry. Who would say that paper folding is only
child’s play?!
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Figure 2: Eleven Different Nets of a Cube
To conclude let me borrow a quote that I like fairly much: “[Karl]
Groos well says that children are young because they play, and
not vice versa; and he might have added, men grow old because
they stop playing, and not conversely, for play is, at bottom,
growth, and at the top of the intellectual scale it is the eternal
type of research from sheer love of truth” [2]. I wish the exhibition
all success and thanks to the hard work of the organizers which
makes this exhibition possible! Thank you!”
4. A Problem on Seven Light Bulbs
One particular exhibit in “Mathematik zum Anfassen” caught my fancy
on the spot. I will make use of it to illustrate and elaborate on the issue of
entertainment and learning mentioned at the beginning.
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Seven light bulbs are placed in a circle with corresponding switches that
activate that light bulb plus the two on its right and left. That is, a light
bulb among those three that was off would be on, while a light bulb among
those three that was on would be off. The game is to turn on all seven
light bulbs by punching the smallest number of switches, starting with the
situation when all seven light bulbs are off.
One can certainly use trial and error to punch the switches until all light
bulbs are on, but one cannot be sure if this would guarantee success. (The
fact that this can work is in itself a nice problem; that is, does a solution
exist for sure?) Besides, even if one succeeds this way, one would have to do
it by trial and error again if the game is to be repeated. This undesirable
situation will be resolved if we introduce some element of mathematics into
the game, which makes the game even more interesting.
To apply mathematics to solve a problem, the first step is to design a good
formulation and to adopt a good notation so that relevant mathematical tools
and techniques can be brought to bear on the problem. We can represent a
light bulb that is on by 1 and a light bulb that is off by 0. The value of 1 or
0 is changed to 0 or 1 respectively by the punch of the corresponding switch,
which can be described as the result after carrying out an addition, but we
have to note that this addition behaves as follows, namely,
1 + 0 = 0 + 1 = 1, 0 + 0 = 1 + 1 = 0.
(In mathematical terminology this is called “addition modulo 2”.) The state
of the seven light bulbs can be represented as a sequence of seven numbers
each being either 1 or 0. (In mathematical terminology this is called a vector
in the seven-dimensional vector space over the field F2 with two elements.
To facilitate subsequent description let us call this a 7-vector.) The initial
situation is represented by 0000000. The final situation we aim to attain is
represented by 1111111. Each punch of a switch amounts to the addition
(component-wise) by a 7-vector with exactly three consecutive components
being 1. By consecutive we mean in a cyclic sense, that is, the seven possible
7-vectors to be added are
1110000, 0111000, 0011100, 0001110, 0000111, 1000011, 1100001.
Let us denote these specific 7-vectors respectively by e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7 .
The problem now becomes: Can we select certain 7-vectors among e1, e2, e3,
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e4, e5, e6, e7 so that they add up to 1111111? What is the smallest number
of 7-vectors to select? How to select them?
It is not hard to see that e1 + e2 + e3 + e4 + e5 + e6 + e7 = 1111111.
But can we make use of fewer 7-vectors of this form and still arrive at
1111111? We now introduce another useful notation, that of multiplication.
By multiplying a1 (a1 is 0 or 1) by e1 we get a1e1 = a1a1a10000; by mul-
tiplying a2 (a2 is 0 or 1) by e2 we get a2e2 = 0a2a2a2000; likewise for the
others. Under what condition will we obtain
a1e1 + a2e2 + a3e3 + a4e4 + a5e5 + a6e6 + a7e7 = 1111111?
To achieve that we must have simultaneously
a1 + a2 + a3 = 1,
a2 + a3 + a4 = 1,
a3 + a4 + a5 = 1,
a4 + a5 + a6 = 1,
a5 + a6 + a7 = 1,
a6 + a7 + a1 = 1,
a7 + a1 + a2 = 1.
Adding the first two equations gives a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4 = 1 + 1 = 0. Also,
2a2 = 2a3 = 0 in F2, so a1 + a4 = 0. So either a1 = a4 = 1 or a1 = a4 = 0.
Adding each successive pair of equations gives
a1 + a4 = a2 + a5 = a3 + a6 = a4 + a7 = a5 + a1 = a6 + a2 = a7 + a3 = 0
so that a1 = a4 = a7 = a3 = a6 = a2 = a5. Obviously we cannot have
a1, . . . , a7 all equal to 0, so they must be all equal to 1. That is to say,
all of e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7 must be selected to add up to 1111111. Hence,
the smallest number of switches to punch is seven, and the method is quite
simple, just punch the seven switches by going round the circle.
In the explanation given above I adopt a language that sounds more
familiar to a layman but with the mathematical content touched upon. I
deliberately try to avoid using too much mathematical jargon, even though
the use of the latter would make the explanation much shorter and more
streamlined, the crux being the linear independence of the set of 7-vectors
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consisting of e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7. Following the same trend of reasoning we
can solve the general problem with n light bulbs arranged in a circle. If n is
not a multiple of 3, then the smallest number of switches to punch is n, and
the way to do it is to punch the n switches by going round the circle. If n is
a multiple of 3, say n = 3t, then the smallest number of switches to punch
is t, and the way to do it is to punch every third switch going round the
circle. The proof will be left to those interested readers. From a standpoint
of advanced mathematics there are yet more related problems to investigate,
for instance, the topic of circulant matrices, because the n × n matrix with
rows being e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7 is a circulant matrix.
Next, let us come to a problem that looks pretty much the same, in which
we place no restriction on the change of on-off state to three consecutive light
bulbs. The change can occur for any m (m ≤ n) light bulbs, consecutive or
not. A more picturesque way to describe the same problem is to have n cups
placed in a row (the cyclic arrangement loses its significance in this case),
initially with all cups placed upside down. The objective is to turn them
all the right way up, using a series of moves, each of which inverts a subset
comprising exactly m cups, where 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Does a solution exist for any
given pair of numbers m, n? When a solution exists, what is the smallest
number of moves required?
The original problem is a special case of this modified problem. Is this
modified problem easier or harder than the original problem? By relaxing
the condition on the change of states, we see that the number of moves will
be at most n, but can it be less? For instance, for n = 7 and m = 3, we do
not need to make seven moves as before. We need only make three moves
via the following procedure:
0000000→ 1110000 (by inverting the 1st, 2nd, 3rd cups)
→ 1101100 (by inverting the 3rd, 4th, 5th cups)
→ 1111111 (by inverting the 3rd, 6th, 7th cups).
After carrying out some more experiments we can collect more data for the
cases when n, m are small. See Table 1 below.
It is not easy to discern a pattern from these experimental results. Howe-
ver, using mathematical thinking it is possible to solve our modified problem.
The problem solver will benefit through the problem-solving activity. The
solution turns out to be quite interesting and surprising, see [6]. I happened
to raise this problem with Professor Ian Stewart when we were having lunch
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n m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 m = 7 m = 8 · · ·
1 1
2 2 1
3 3 – 1
4 4 2 4 1
5 5 – 3 – 1
6 6 3 2 3 6 1
7 7 – 3 – 3 – 1
8 8 4 4 2 4 3 8 1
Table 1: A table showing the minimum number of moves required for given values
of m and n. The symbol “–” means it is not possible to invert all n cups by making
any number of moves.
in a Chiu Chow restaurant and sipping Chiu Chow tea from traditional small
cups during his visit to Hong Kong in 2005. I learnt a lot from Ian through
this joint work. Students going through the problem will benefit likewise.
5. Conclusion
This same “dilemma” of entertainment and learning is also in the minds
of many mathematicians who devote their time and effort to writing books
and articles to popularize mathematics. In the preface to a textbook [1]
the authors remark, “The professional mathematician will be familiar with
the idea that entertainment and serious intent are not incompatible: the
problem for us is to ensure that our readers will enjoy the entertainment but
not miss the mathematical point”. Instead of just leading readers through a
fascinating amusement park, can we simultaneously let them experience the
joy of doing mathematics and pick up some solid mathematics on the way?
Instead of giving a full in-depth explanation of a certain topic but perhaps
turning a large number of readers off by doing so, a good way is to illustrate
the topic by a special case that still captures the basic idea and the important
ingredients and yet holds the attention and interest of readers. We should
not, if we can do otherwise, avoid the underlying mathematics, thinking that
a diluted content will appease more readers. Sustained thinking, which is
easily overtaken by the flooding of readily available information (rich and
interesting as it is) in this era of the internet, should still be encouraged and
nurtured.
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